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6.15 Introduction

6 The purpose of this chapter is to introduce com-

7 mon methods used for characterization of

8 membranes, especially of polybenzimidazole

9 (PBI) derivative based membranes. Initially we

10 planned also to provide detailed standard

11 procedures for each method, but quickly decided

12 that while some standards need to be maintained,

13 each lab will need adjustments, e.g., where

14 parameters vary based on the used equipment or

15 material. We hope that this text will be a good

16 guidance for newcomers, will raise awareness of

17 the scopes and limitations of the discussed

18 methods, and will help researchers to develop

19 or improve their own standard procedures.

20 To get reproducible values and data for statis-

21 tical calculations, multiple samples should be

22analyzed wherever possible. The given drying

23times should be considered as a rule of thumb,

24which will give reasonably accurate values.

25The best guideline is to dry until constant weight

26is reached, because drying processes depend

27on several factors, including the membrane

28thickness.

6.2 29Molecular Weight of PBI

6.2.1 30Definitions

31A distinguishing characteristic of polymeric

32materials is their molecular weight (g mol�1).

33The number of repeat units in a macromolecular

34chain is termed the degree of polymerization

35(DP). For a polymer consisting of repeat units

36of the relative molecular mass MPRU, the molec-

37ular weight is defined as M ¼ DP � MPRU.

38Techniques more commonly used for the deter-

39mination of molecular weights of polymers

40include osmometry, light scattering, and ultra-

41centrifugation, although titration (end-group

42analysis), cryoscopy, and ebulliometry are also

43used in some applications. As the molecular

44weight values obtained vary to a large extent

45with the measuring methods, there are different

46definitions of the molecular weight. In general,

47an average molecular weight is expressed by

48(6.1), where Ni is the number of macromolecules

49having a molecular weight of Mi.
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M ¼
PN
i¼1

NiM
α
i

XN
i¼1

NiM
α�1
i

ð6:1Þ

50 For α ¼ 1 the number average molecular weight

51 Mn is obtained from (6.2).

Mn ¼

XN
i¼1

NiMi

XN
i¼1

Ni

ð6:2Þ

52 Methods that depend on end-group analysis or

53 colligative properties (freezing-point depression,

54 boiling-point elevation, osmotic pressure) can be

55 employed to determine Mn.

56 For α ¼ 1, the weight average molecular

57 weight Mw is thus obtained from (6.3), and

58 usually determined by light scattering or

59 ultracentrifugation.

Mw ¼

XN
i¼1

NiM
2
i

XN
i¼1

NiMi

ð6:3Þ

60 The ratio between the weight average molecular

61 weight and the number average molecular weight

62 is called polydispersity index (PDI), as given by

63 (6.4). For synthetic polymers Mw > Mn, which

64 implies that PDI > 1.

PDI ¼ Mw

Mn

ð6:4Þ
65

6.2.266 Viscosity

67 The most convenient method for routinely deter-

68 mining molecular weights is to measure the vis-

69 cosity of a polymer containing solution. This is

70 not an absolute method and it should thus be used

71 in combination with one of the techniques of

72 measuring the absolute molecular weight.

73The molecular weight of PBI strongly

74influences the membrane properties and the life-

75time of the membrane electrode assembly

76(MEA), as shown by Yang et al. [1]. Due to the

77poor solubility of PBI in common solvents such

78as tetrahydrofurane (THF) or acetonitrile, the

79most common method to evaluate the molecular

80weight of PBI is to measure the viscosity

81dissolved in 96 % sulfuric acid. Care needs to

82be taken not to heat sulfuric acid-based PBI

83solutions and not to store them for a long time,

84to avoid possible side reactions like sulfonation

85or cross-linking. Also, viscosity depends on tem-

86perature, and a strict control of the temperature is

87necessary. Impurities like dust should be

88removed by filtration.

89To obtain the molecular weight from viscosity

90measurements, PBI is dissolved in concentrated

91sulfuric acid to give a solution with a solid con-

92tent in the range of typically 2–5 g L�1. The

93viscosity of polymer solutions is usually

94measured with an Ubbelohde viscometer. To

95prepare for the measurement, the solution is

96first sucked through a capillary into a reservoir.

97During the measurement, the solution is allowed

98to flow back through the capillary and the flow

99time of the upper solution level between two

100marks on the capillary is noted.

101The relative viscosity (ηrel) and the specific

102viscosity (ηsp) should be determined at different

103polymer concentrations according to (6.5) and

104(6.6), respectively, where t and t0 are the flow

105time of the polymer solution and pure solvent,

106respectively.

ηrel ¼ t=t0 ð6:5Þ
ηsp ¼ t� t0ð Þ=t0 ð6:6Þ

107The specific viscosities are measured for a series

108of polymer solutions of varied polymer

109concentrations, which can easily be done by

110diluting the initial polymer solution. The

111obtained specific viscosities are then divided by

112the respective concentration, to give the reduced

113viscosity (ηred). As can be seen from (6.7), the

114intrinsic viscosity (ηIV) of the polymer solution is
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115 obtained by plotting the reduced viscosity against

116 the polymer concentration (c) and extrapolating

117 to zero concentration.

ηred mL=g½ � ¼ ηsp
c

¼ ηIV þ k � η2IV � c ð6:7Þ

118 Alternatively the intrinsic viscosity (ηIV) can be

119 estimated from a single point measurement by

120 using (6.8), which showed more than 99 % accu-

121 racy at relatively low concentrations [2].

ηIV dL=g½ � ¼ ηsp þ 3 ln 1þ ηsp
� �� �

=4c ð6:8Þ

122 The weight averaged molecular weight Mw

� �
can

123 subsequently be obtained from the

124 Mark–Houwink expression as shown in (6.9),

125 where K and α are the empirical Mark–Houwink

126 constants, depending on the molecular weight

127 range and molecular weight distribution.

ηIV ¼ K �M
α
w ð6:9Þ

128 Mark–Houwink constants of K ¼ 1.94 � 10�4

129 dL g�1 and α ¼ 0.791 can be extracted from

130 light scattering data published by Buckley

131 et al. [3, 4]. Mark–Houwink constants of K ¼ 4.7

132 � 10�4 dL g�1 and α ¼ 0.93 were published by

133Yuan et al. [2], based on PBI of a molecular

134weight between 13,200 and 70,800 g mol�1 and

135a PDI of less than 2, obtained by fractionation

136with DMF at 152 �C. Light scattering and viscos-
137ity of PBIs up to the very high molecular weight

138of 230,000 g mol�1 were measured by Kojima

139et al. [5]. As shown in Fig. 6.1, the three sets of

140the constants agree to a satisfactory extent within

141the low intrinsic viscosity range <1.5 dL g�1.

142Since the determination of the molecular

143weight strongly depends on the way it is

144measured, often only the inherent viscosity

145(ηinh) of PBI derivatives is reported. It can be

146obtained from the relation in (6.10).

ηinh ¼ ln ηrelð Þ=c ð6:10Þ
147This can be obtained from a single point mea-

148surement, but the used concentration should be

149specified. The inherent viscosity is especially

150useful to compare the degree of polymerization

151of different polymer batches, either as quality

152control or as a means to find the optimum poly-

153merization conditions. Typical conditions are a

154temperature of 30 �C, a polymer solution with a

155solid content of 2 g L�1 and a Cannon Ubbelohde

156viscometer with a 200 μm capillary [8].
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Fig. 6.1 The relation between intrinsic viscosity and polymer molecular weight. Reproduced from [6] with permission

of John Wiley and Sons
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6.2.3157 Size Exclusion Chromatography

158 Size exclusion chromatography (SEC), which is

159 also called gel permeation chromatography

160 (GPC), is a method to separate macromolecules

161 with respect to size. As the names already sug-

162 gest, a polymer solution passes a column filled

163 with a porous gel phase. The pore size in that gel

164 phase varies from, say, 10–100 nm. When a

165 polymer solution passes through the column the

166 individual polymer molecules are separated

167 according to their hydrodynamic radius. The

168 underlying principal is that smaller molecules

169 can enter the pores of the gel phase easier than

170 larger polymer chains, leading to retention of

171 smaller molecules and fast elution of the higher

172 molecular weight macromolecules. At the end of

173 the column, one or two detectors continuously

174 record, e.g., the refractive index (RI) or the ultra-

175 violet (UV) spectrum of the passing solution.

176 In brief, SEC is a method giving rapid access

177 to the weight distribution (e.g., single or binodal

178 distribution), number and weight average molar

179 mass and thus the PDI. Measurements can be

180 carried out using very small amounts of polymer

181 (e.g., 30 μL injection volume at a concentration

182 of 3 mg mL�1). Figure 6.2 shows the molecular

183 weight distribution for a PBI-based copolymer

184 obtained from SEC measurements.

185In order to correlate the elution time with the

186molecular weight, calibration with polymers of a

187known, narrow molecular weight distribution is

188necessary. Most researchers calibrate the column

189against commercial standards (e.g., polystyrene or

190poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)), which can

191be prepared with a narrow molecular weight dis-

192tribution by living polymerization. Special care

193should be taken with this calibration. A large

194deviation is expected because the polarity of,

195e.g., PS and PBI is so different, that other eluents

196should be used in their SEC measurements. Fur-

197thermore, the hydrodynamic radius of the

198investigated polymer in the chosen solvent system

199is always different from that of the calibration

200standard. Another practical issue is that the poly-

201mer solutions need to be free from impurities to

202prevent clogging, and filtration through 0.45 μm
203PTFE syringe filters may in some cases slightly

204influence the sample composition.

205It should be remarked that the literature work

206on the SEC analysis has been conducted under

207very much varied conditions. Table 6.1 gives a

208few examples. In these works, the system was

209calibrated against polystyrene or PMMA

210standards, and the eluents contained lithium

211salts to prevent PBI agglomeration. The reader

212should keep this in mind when a comparison of

213the results is done.
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Fig. 6.2 Molecular weight distribution for a PBI-based copolymer obtained from SEC measurements [9]
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6.3214 Water and Phosphoric Acid
215 Uptake

6.3.1216 Water Uptake of Pristine PBI
217 Membranes

218 PBI derivatives are well known to be highly

219 hydrophilic. The water uptake from the liquid

220 phase can be obtained by submerging a pristine

221 membrane in distilled water. After a certain

222 period of time, typically a few days at room

223 temperature, the membrane is taken out of the

224 water, quickly blotted with a tissue, and weighed

225 immediately. Theoretically it should not matter if

226 the wet or dry weight is obtained first. However,

227 PBI membranes produced by solution casting

228 may still contain some organic solvent, which

229 cannot be removed completely by drying unless

230 very high temperatures are applied, but which

231 may leach out in contact with liquid water. In

232 connection to all the weight measurements of

233 membranes it is thus a general good practice to

234 ensure that the membrane is free from residual

235 organic solvents (e.g., dimethylacetamide,

236 DMAc) and other impurities such as stabilizers

237 (e.g., LiCl).

238 To determine the water uptake of a pristine

239 membrane from the vapor phase at different

240 humidities and room temperature, a membrane

241sample can be suspended above a LiCl aqueous

242solution in a closed vessel. The relative humidity

243of the atmosphere above a lithium chloride solu-

244tion versus the concentration is well defined and

245known [13]. More than 10 days have been

246suggested to reach equilibrium.

247The water uptake (WU) of a membrane is

248often reported in percent and defined on the dry

249polymer basis and calculated by comparing the

250dry weight (Wdw) and the wet weight (Www) of a

251membrane according to (6.11)

WU %½ � ¼ 100 � Www �Wdwð Þ=Wdw ð6:11Þ
252

6.3.2 253Phosphoric Acid Uptake

254When membranes are doped by immersion in an

255aqueous phosphoric acid (PA) solution the

256weight gain is due to both acid and water uptake.

257To distinguish between the contributions to the

258weight gain from water and acid, the membrane

259should be dried (e.g., at 110 �C for at least 5 h in

260vacuo [14]). This process is assumed to remove

261all the water, and the remaining PA is considered

262as 100 % PA. According to Majerus et al. [15],

263further dehydration of phosphoric acid is slowed

264down by interactions with the polymer chains,

265and the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) curve

266of PA doped ABPBI shows a plateau between

t:1 Table 6.1 Conditions for SEC analysis of PBI derivatives

Polymer Solvents and other experimental details Referencet:2

meta-PBI DMAc + 0.5 wt% LiCl; 40 �C; RI as detector; two columns having a pore

size range from 102 to 106 Å; flow rate of 0.2 mL min�1
[6]t:3

Sulfonated PBI block-

copolymer

DMSO/DMF (1/10) mixture; eluent: 0.01 mol L�1 LiBr DMF solution; UV

as detector; column: Shodex KF-805 and Shodex SB-803HQ

[10]t:4

meta-PBI and

N-alkylated meta-PBI
0.5 wt% LiBr in NMP; 70 �C; UV and RI as detector; column: GRAM

100 and 1000 Å columns (PSS, Mainz, Germany); flow rate: 0.8 mL min�1
[11]t:5

meta-PBI and
N-alkylated meta-PBI

0.5 wt% LiBr in DSMO; 70 �C; UV and RI as detector; column: 2 PSS

GRAL LIN columns; flow rate: 1.0 mL min�1
[11]t:6

Sulfonated PBI

derivative

0.01 mol L�1 LiBr in DMF; 70 �C; column: mixed 10 μm PS column with a

length of 750 mm; flow rate: 1.0 mL min�1
[12]t:7

PBI copolymer 0.05 mol L�1 LiBr in NMP; 45 �C; RI as detector; column: 2 TSKgel Alpha-

M columns (Tosoh Bioscience); flow rate: 1.0 mL min�1
[9]t:8

t:9 The reader is referred to the original work for further experimental details and complete polymer structures
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267 90 and 110 �C. If the weight fraction of the

268 polymer is not known, the membranes need to

269 be de-doped to obtain the polymer content

270 (WPBI). The de-doping can be achieved by

271 immersion of the doped membranes in a large

272 amount of water followed by drying in vacuo at

273 110 �C [16]. A few hours may be needed under

274 stirring at room temperature or with gentle

275 heating, preferably in dilute alkaline solutions

276 such as aqueous NaOH or NH4OH [17]. Alterna-

277 tively the phosphoric acid and water content of

278 PA-doped membranes can be determined by

279 titration with NaOH [16, 18]. In order to deter-

280 mine the acid uptake by titration, PA is first

281 leached out by immersion of the doped mem-

282 brane in (warm) water [16]. The water is then

283 titrated with aqueous NaOH and the PA doping

284 level can be calculated based on the volume and

285 concentration of spent titer.

286 In analogy with the water uptake, the acid

287 uptake (AU) of a membrane is often given in

288 percent on the dry polymer basis as the ratio

289 between the phosphoric acid content (WPA) and

290 the PBI content (WPBI) of the membrane (6.12).

AU %½ � ¼ 100 �WPA=WPBI ð6:12Þ
291 Sometimes the amount of acid is also reported as

292 the acid content (AC) on the doped membrane

293 basis according to (6.13).

AC %½ � ¼ 100 �WPA= WPBI þWPAð Þ ð6:13Þ
294 The term acid doping level (ADL) is widely used

295 and is defined as the number of phosphoric acid

296 molecules per polymer repeat unit and can be

297 calculated according to (6.14), where MPBI is

298 the molar mass of the polymer repeat unit and

299 MPA is the molar mass of PA.

ADL ¼ WPA �MPAð Þ= WPBI �MPBIð Þ ð6:14Þ
300 The term ADL allows for a direct comparison of

301 the phosphoric acid content of polymers of the

302 same type. However, since the molar mass of the

303 polymer repeat unit varies with its structure, it

304 does not allow for a direct comparison of the

305 phosphoric acid content for structurally different

306 polymers. It should also be remembered that any

307 incomplete extraction of the acid would lead to

308 underestimation of the ADL.

6.3.3 309Dimensional Changes

310The water and phosphoric acid uptake cause

311dimensional changes of the membrane

312(swelling). The swelling is normally calculated

313on the dry undoped membrane volume basis

314according to (6.15), where Vundoped and Vdoped

315are the volume of the undoped and doped mem-

316brane, respectively.

Swelling %½ � ¼ 100

� Vdoped � Vundoped

� �
=Vundoped

ð6:15Þ
317The volume of the undoped (usually of the fully

318dried membrane) and doped membrane can read-

319ily be calculated from the dimensional changes

320of the membrane. The dimensional changes of a

321membrane can be divided into the length, width,

322or thickness (for linear swelling), the area (for

323two dimensional swelling) or volume (for three

324dimensional swelling). At the first glance, the

325linear expansion in x, y and z direction should

326be the same, however, this is not always the case.

327One reason for anisotropic swelling is that

328extruded membranes have a machine and a trans-

329verse direction, and the polymer chain orienta-

330tion is preferably in the machine direction. A

331similar effect may also be observed if an initially

332isotropic membrane is stretched during

333processing, e.g., in roll-to-roll processes like dry-

334ing or cutting. Care must also be taken that

335swollen, soft membranes are not indented during

336the thickness measurement. This risk can be

337reduced by equipping the thickness gauge with

338an appropriately broad tip or by sandwiching the

339membrane between sheets of a support material.

6.4 340Conductivity

6.4.1 341Definitions and Equations

342Proton conductivity, the ability of a material to

343pass an electric current by the movement of

344protons, is one of the key characteristics of

345electrolytes. The opposition of the material to

346the passage of current is called resistance,

347which is measured from the voltage loss (V )
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348 across the material upon the current passage. For

349 an object with a uniform cross-section, for exam-

350 ple a strip of a film, its resistance (R) is propor-
351 tional to its resistivity (ρ) and length (L ) and

352 inversely proportional to its cross-sectional area

353 (A) by Pouillet’s law (6.16).

R Ω½ � ¼ ρ
L

A
¼ 1

σ
� L
A

ð6:16Þ

354 Here σ is the conductivity or the reciprocal of the

355 resistivity, having a unit of ohm�1 cm�1 or more

356 commonly S cm�1. In electrochemical devices,

357 the area-specific resistance (ASR, ohm cm2) of a

358 flat sheet membrane electrolyte is of engineering

359 importance and can be expressed as the product

360 of the resistance and the surface area, or as the

361 ratio between the thickness and the conductivity.

362 The ASR is directly proportional to the voltage

363 loss (V ) of the electrolyte at the current density

364 i (A cm�2), because V ¼ ASR � i. The expres-

365 sion of the thickness to conductivity ratio

366 indicates that high conductivity (σ) and small

367 electrolyte thickness (L) lead to a low cell

368 resistance.

6.4.2 369Conductivity Cells

370The accuracy of conductivity measurements can

371be influenced by several factors including polari-

372zation, sample dimensions, contact point resis-

373tance, cable/wire resistance or capacitance, and

374most importantly temperature and humidity (par-

375ticularly for proton conductivity).

376For the conductivity measurement, applying a

377current through the electronically conducting

378electrodes to the ionically conducting membrane

379causes a polarization at the interface due to the

380electron transfer reaction and concentration

381changes of active species. Any polarization resis-

382tance arising at the electrode surface leads to

383erroneous results as it is a parasitic component

384to the resistance. One way to eliminate the polar-

385ization effect is to introduce two reference

386electrodes through which the voltage signals are

387measured. As there is no current flowing through

388these reference electrodes, no polarization is

389developed or included in the measurement. The

390electrode and membrane geometries for the four-

391probe method are shown in Fig. 6.3. In analogy to

Fig. 6.3 Construction of a four-probe conductivity cell (a) and electrode assembling for in-plane (b) and mixed

in-plane and through plane (c) conductivity measurements
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392 a potentiostat, the two current supplying

393 electrodes are marked as working (W) and

394 counter (C) while the other two for voltage

395 measurements are marked as reference (R) and

396 sense (S) electrodes. When all four electrodes are

397 located on the same side of the membranes

398 (Fig. 6.3b) the resistance is recorded in the

399 plane of the membrane. When the current sup-

400 plying electrodes (W and C) and voltage measur-

401 ing (R and S) electrodes are located on the

402 opposite sides of the membranes (Fig. 6.3c), the

403 resistance is measured in-plane, but reduces the

404 risk of surface effects. For through-plane conduc-

405 tivity measurements, W and R are placed on one

406 side of the membrane and C and S on the other.

407 A four-probe conductivity cell is sche-

408 matically represented in Fig. 6.3a. Here, the

409 membrane is fixed between two sample holders.

410 The upper one is made of glass and shows

411 two holes for the potential sensing electrodes

412 (R and S). The distance between the two plati-

413 num electrodes is 1 cm. The lower sample holder

414 contains two platinum bands as current supplying

415 electrodes (C and W). The cell is assembled into

416 a glass tube, which has two endplates through

417 which electrical connections and humidified air

418 inlet and outlet are fixed with gas tight seals. The

419 whole cell is kept in an oven for temperature

420 control. Some groups also use platinum tips in a

421 vertical arrangement instead of horizontal wires

422 as potential electrodes [19].

423 In such measurements, it is assumed that

424 the current is homogeneously distributed

425 throughout the entire membrane cross-section.

426 Any membrane inhomogeneity is problematic.

427For PA-doped membranes, a thin liquid film

428may be formed at high humidities at

429temperatures around or below 100 �C at atmo-

430spheric pressure. In this case the measured con-

431ductivity is mainly from the highly conductive

432surface layer. Mixed in-plane/through-plane

433assembling minimizes this risk to some extent.

434Alternatively the through-plane conductivity

435is often measured with two electrode cells. The

436cell can be similar to a fuel cell where the mem-

437brane is sandwiched between two electrodes. The

438electrodes typically consist of platinum disks or

439gas diffusion electrode diffusion electrodes cov-

440ering the entire membrane area. The latter allows

441to measure conductivity under varied atmo-

442spheric humidities, but with longer equilibration

443times than for in-plane cells. For these cells, it is

444critical to minimize the polarization effect,

445which can be sufficiently achieved by using a

446high frequency alternating current, as to be

447discussed below. A hydrogen flow, as a

448humidification carrier gas, is recommended on

449both electrode chambers, because its high elec-

450trochemical reversibility further reduces the

451polarization. Figure 6.4 schematically shows the

452effect of the uncovered part of the membrane at

453the edge of the active electrode area. Any

454mismatching of the electrodes will have a similar

455effect, i.e., leading to current along the mem-

456brane thickness direction.

457The contact resistance in the cell is a major

458source of error for through-plane measurements,

459and should be registered for each type of material

460by a series of measurements with membranes of

461different thickness. A plot of the measured

Fig. 6.4 Membrane electrode assembly and current distribution at the membrane edge
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462 resistance against the membrane thickness

463 allows one to obtain the contact resistance

464 (y-axis intercept) and the membrane resistance

465 (slope). Assuming that the resistance between

466 two membrane layers is negligible, also stacks

467 of membrane samples can be used instead of

468 samples with different thickness. Obviously

469 care must be taken to avoid gas bubbles between

470 the layers, which would be insulating and

471 increasing the thickness.

472 In general, for conductivity measurements

473 two types of alternating current are used, i.e.,

474 the square wave current (also called direct cur-

475 rent interruption) or electrochemical impedance

476 spectroscopy (EIS). For EIS, the AC frequency is

477 often in a range from 0.1 to 1 MHz down to

478 1–10 Hz. A more detailed discussion on these

479 techniques is not attempted in this chapter. In

480 theory, the high-frequency intercept with the

481 real impedance axis in a Nyquist plot gives the

482 ohmic resistance. Often, however, also the low

483 frequency intercept gives the resistance, due to

484 other overlaying effects. Alternatively, the ohmic

485 resistance can be measured using a current inter-

486 ruption technique in which a high-frequency

487 symmetric square wave current is supplied to

488 the outer electrodes. The voltage drop between

489 the inner electrodes can be measured using an

490 oscilloscope. The technique can preferably be

491 used in parallel to the AC technique, since it

492 provides information that facilitates the interpre-

493 tation of the impedance data.

494 To some extent, conductivity measurements

495 in a through-plane cell depend on the compres-

496 sive forces on the membranes, and it is

497 recommended to adjust the pressure to a fixed

498 value by using a torque meter. The contact pres-

499 sure should be enough to guarantee a good con-

500 tact, but should also be as low as possible. With

501 increasing temperature, dimensions of the mem-

502 brane samples will change due to thermal expan-

503 sion, which is expected to have opposite

504 influences on the conductivity of the two types

505 of cells. As little information is available for the

506 membrane thermal expansion, this effect is gen-

507 erally ignored and the conductivity is calculated

508 from the measured resistance using the initial

509 room temperature dimensions. The atmospheric

510humidity should be carefully controlled and well

511specified in measurements of conductivity as

512well as other properties.

6.4.3 513Temperature Dependence
514and Activation Energy

515Conduction of protons is an activated process

516and the temperature dependence of the conduc-

517tivity follows the Arrhenius equation as show in

518(6.17), where Ea is the activation energy for the

519proton conduction, R the gas constant, T is the

520absolute temperature, and A is the

521pre-exponential coefficient.

σ ¼ A exp �Ea

RT

� �
¼ σ0

T
exp �Ea

RT

� �
ð6:17Þ

522Physically the proton conductivity is influenced

523by the concentration of proton carriers and their

524mobility. In some cases, the temperature depen-

525dency may be more complex and cause deviation

526from the linear relationship obtained by plotting

527the natural logarithm of the conductivity

528(S cm�1) against the inverse absolute tempera-

529ture [1000 K�1] in an Arrhenius plot. For exam-

530ple, at temperatures above, say 180–200 �C, the
531resistance of PA-doped membranes increases due

532to condensation of phosphoric acid to acid

533anhydrides and ultimately to polyphosphoric

534acid. From the slope of the linear fit, the activa-

535tion energy for proton conduction can be

536obtained. For PA-doped PBI membranes with

537an ADL above 5, the Ea values are found to be

538between 20 and 30 kJ mol�1, which is in a typical

539range for the Grotthuss hopping mechanism .

540A better linearity is observed by plotting Tσ
541versus T�1.

6.5 542Solubility and Gel Contents

6.5.1 543Solubility

544Polymers typically need more time to dissolve

545than low molecular weight compounds, and

546often show strong swelling before complete
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547 dissolution. Therefore, polymer powders or

548 particles should be added to the solvent to avoid

549 aggregation, which often slows down dissolution

550 when the solvent is added to polymer powder or

551 pellets. Polymer solubility can also be strongly

552 affected by the degree of crystallinity and the

553 presence of additives or impurities, even water.

554 Good solvents for PBI are polar aprotic

555 solvents such as N,N-dimethylacetamide

556 (DMAc), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) or

557 dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), and strong protic

558 acids like phosphoric acid, sulfuric acid (risking

559 sulfonation reactions), or methylsulfonic acid. In

560 order to dissolve PBI in organic solvents, great

561 care must be taken to remove all phosphoric acid

562 traces from the polymer, since it strongly hinders

563 dissolution in DMAc.

564 For processing of PBI, it is often dissolved in

565 DMAc. Especially at a high PBI content, e.g.,

566 >20 wt%, formation of agglomerates reduces the

567 shelf life of the solution, as indicated by an

568 increase in solution viscosity and resin precipita-

569 tion. Therefore, a small amount of LiCl (i.e.,

570 1.5 wt%) may be added as stabilizer

571 [20, 21]. Thin films prepared from such solutions

572 can be washed to remove LiCl by immersion in

573 water at 85 �C for 1 h [22]. To speed up the PBI

574 dissolution, increased temperatures are often

575 necessary. In some cases also pressure reactors

576 are used to increase the temperature up to over

577 260 �C [23]. At these conditions, the water con-

578 tent of the polymer must be reduced by drying at

579 >70 �C in vacuo and the water content of DMAc

580 should be lower than 0.03 %, to avoid hydrolysis

581 of the solvent. It was also reported that the solu-

582 bility is reduced by the presence of oxygen, and

583 an inert atmosphere (nitrogen or argon) was

584 recommended [23].

6.5.2585 Filtration of PBI Solutions

586 To get defect-free membranes, organic solvent-

587 based polymer solutions should be filtrated

588 before casting. For large volumes, a glass filter

589 or membrane filter can be used. For smaller

590 volumes (<50 mL) the losses may be too high,

591 and filtration through a syringe filter (0.45 μm)

592with a threaded connector is the preferred

593method. Due to the high viscosity of polymer

594solutions, a high pressure needs to be maintained

595over a long time. There are commercial products

596for emptying syringes, but a cheap sealant gun

597from the hardware store works well enough

598(Fig. 6.5). However, a sufficient gap between

599the polymer solution and the piston should be

600maintained as a pressure reservoir and to prevent

601leakage.

6.5.3 602Gel Content

603Solubility properties of new polymers are often

604reported qualitatively, e.g., in terms of insoluble,

605partially soluble, soluble or very soluble and thus

606this kind of test is based on personal experience.

Fig. 6.5 Simple apparatus for filtration of small volumes

of polymer solution, based on a sealant gun, a syringe, and

a syringe filter with threaded connector
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607 A more quantitative measure is the gel content

608 (GC) as defined by (6.18), where Winitial and

609 Wresidual are the initial and residual weight of a

610 polymer membrane sample before and after

611 immersion in a solvent for a certain period of

612 time, respectively.

GC %½ � ¼ 100 �Wresidual=Winitial ð6:18Þ
613 A high gel content means that the membrane

614 does not dissolve in the tested solvent. It is espe-

615 cially useful for the characterization of cross-

616 linked membranes. The gel content correlates

617 with the degree of crosslinking and the gel con-

618 tent can be used to compare the effectiveness of

619 different crosslinking methods.

620 For both gel contents and qualitative solubil-

621 ity tests, membrane samples of similar thickness

622 are immersed in the respective solvent, and kept

623 at a fixed temperature for a fixed period of time,

624 typically a few days. After the test, the mem-

625 brane sample is dried and weighed to give

626 Wresidual. If the solution is stirred, care must be

627 taken that the membrane is not hit by the stirrer to

628 prevent mechanical degradation. For this pur-

629 pose, the membrane samples can be protected

630 by a sieve or wire mesh. In case the membrane

631 disintegrates the solution can be filtrated and the

632 dissolved portion can be determined by evapora-

633 tion of the solvent.

6.6634 Mechanical Properties

6.6.1635 Tensile Stress and Strain

636 The most common mechanical testing method

637 for membranes is tensile testing. In these tests

638 membrane specimens with an initial length L0,
639 width w0 and thickness d0 are mounted between a

640 fixed grip and a moveable grip. The force needed

641 to stretch the material is plotted as a function of

642 elongation to give a stress–strain curve.

643 When an axial force F is applied, the sample is

644 stretched to the length L. The strain or elongation
645 (ε) is defined as the gauge length of the specimen

646 divided by its original length in percentage

647 (100 %) or mm/mm according to (6.19).

ε mm=mm½ � ¼ L0 � Lð Þ=L0 ð6:19Þ
648Since the cross-sectional area of the sample dur-

649ing stretching can hardly be assessed, practically

650the initial dimensions are used in the calculation

651of the stress (engineering stress), as given by

652(6.20).

σE MPa½ � ¼ F= w0 � d0ð Þ ð6:20Þ
653The tensile strength of a membrane is the maxi-

654mum tensile stress that a sample can be subjected

655to before failure. Since the tensile strength is

656measured in units of force per unit area, it is

657basically a pressure and commonly expressed in

658pascals (Pa).

6.6.2 659Tensile Testing

660A standard procedure for testing thin films is

661given by ASTM D 882, which was developed

662for polymer films thinner than 1 mm. The widely

663used equipment for measuring mechanical

664properties is the universal materials strength test-

665ing machine. The standard sample geometry is

666that of 1 in. (2.53 cm) broad and 6 in. (15.24 cm)

667long rectangular stripes. However, most research

668groups use smaller sample sizes, e.g., 1 cm broad

669and 3 cm long, to reduce the amount of material.

670The crosshead speed is often chosen in the range

671of 5–10 mm min�1. Some groups also chose

672slower initial speeds, e.g., 1 mm min�1 until

6731 % elongation, to get more reliable data for the

674Young modulus, since mechanical properties

675depend on the strain rate.

676A typical stress–strain curve for a polymer

677membrane is shown in Fig. 6.6, from which the

678ultimate tensile strength, tensile strength at

679break, Young modulus, elongation at break, pro-

680portional limit stress and proportional limit strain

681can be extracted. The area under the curve is

682proportional to the overall energy needed to

683break the material.

684The Young’s modulus or elastic modulus is

685given by the initial slope of the linear part of

686the curve. This is the part of the curve, in which

687the dislocation of the sample is practically
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688 reversible, i.e., the elastic deformation region.

689 The units for stress and strain should be MPa

690 and mm/mm, respectively. While all mechanical

691 properties give valuable information, the Young

692 modulus correlates with the resistance to be com-

693 pressed or stretched and may thus be the most

694 important parameter in this connection.

695 The yield strength is often used, defined as the

696 stress at which material strain changes from elas-

697 tic deformation to permanent deformation. At

698 this point, the proportional limit stress and strain

699 are defined after which the curve deviates from

700 linearity to exhibit the plastic deformation. In

701 some cases, for example for pristine PBI

702 membranes under dry atmosphere, the tensile

703 strength at yield is the maximum point of the

704 curve. For acid-doped PBI membranes where a

705 significant plasticizing effect is present, the stress

706 values increase further after the yield point [1],

707 reaching the ultimate tensile strength, the peak

708 stress on a stress–strain curve. After a period of

709 necking, the membrane eventually ruptures. The

710 stress on the sample at the time of rupture is

711 called the (engineering) tensile stress at break

712 and the strain the elongation at break.

713 In addition to the phosphoric acid content, the

714 water uptake or atmospheric humidity, as well as

715 the temperature influence the mechanical

716 properties of membranes. These effects are

717 shown in Fig. 6.7 where meta-PBI membranes

718 were tested at 21 and 150 �C under different

719 water activities.

720It is noteworthy that most tensile test

721machines do not provide humidity- and

722temperature-controlled atmospheres, and most

723literature data of tensile properties are obtained

724without specifications of the atmospheric

725humidities. Therefore, it is recommended to

726equilibrate the samples in ambient air before the

727test, and to record the ambient temperature and

728humidity, so that data can be reproduced and

729compared.

730The standard deviation for tensile tests can be

731relatively high due to microscopic defects, and

732the number of tested specimens should be stated.

733Care must be taken so that the samples are not

734broken at the grips (Fig. 6.6d), which would lead

735to irreproducible results. This can be prevented

736by either the use of rubber-coated grips or, if

737rubber-coated grips are not available, by

738protecting the clamped part with tape. Cracks

739can grow from indentations at the edge of the

740sample and to prevent premature failure, it is

741recommended to cut the sample with a sharp

742blade.

6.6.3 743Indentation, Compression,
744and Creep

745In the fuel cell, the membrane is clamped

746between the electrodes, and is subjected to strong

747compressive forces. To evaluate the stability of

748PA-doped PBI membranes, imprint tests and
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Fig. 6.6 Generic stress–strain curve of a polymer membrane; (a) membrane clamped into the testing machine at the
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749 compression creep tests were developed. In static

750 imprint tests [24], a stamp is pressed on a

751 PA-doped membrane at a given temperature

752 (e.g., 200 �C) and under constant load. After the

753 test time, the depth of the imprint is measured

754 and reported as percentage of imprint depth. This

755 test is mainly useful for rapidly comparing the

756 properties of different membrane materials.

757 In compression creep tests, a flat disk-shaped

758 membrane sample (i.e., 6.3 mm diameter and

759 0.9–1.2 mm thickness) is positioned between

760 two sample holder plates of a dynamic mechani-

761 cal analyzer (DMA) [25]. The creep compliance

762 [Pa�1] is obtained by dividing the strain with the

763 applied stress (i.e., 0.1 MPa), and is usually

764 displayed as a plot against the testing time. The

765 creep rate is the slope of the resulting curve. Low

766 compliance and creep rate are characteristics for

767 a material with good creep resistance. Molleo

768 et al. [25] found that the conditioning of the

769 samples is vital for reproducible results, and rec-

770 ommend to store the samples sandwiched

771 between two solid blocks at 180 �C (same as

772 the test temperature) for about 24 h prior to the

773 measurements, to get flat samples in which the

774 PA is well distributed.

6.6.4 775Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

776Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) is also

777used for measuring the glass transition tempera-

778ture (Tg) and the storage and loss modulus

779[26, 27]. The method allows also to measure the

780change of mechanical properties with the tem-

781perature, either in air, or in a liquid medium. This

782is not easily done in universal testing machines

783used for tensile strength tests. In general, a small

784membrane sample is clamped in the machine,

785and a very small force is repeatedly applied to

786the sample. If the force (e.g., expansion as in

787tensile strength tests) is below the proportional

788limit stress, each cycle should give a reproduc-

789ible polymer response without degrading the

790mechanical properties. The measured response

791of the polymer to an applied stress is strain, the

792expansion of the sample. When a sinusoidal

793changing force is applied, the extension of the

794sample will follow with a small time shift, the

795phase angle δ. The maximum strain can be used

796to calculate the storage modulus E0 (the elastic

797response of the system). From E0 and δ, the loss

798modulus E00 can be calculated according to

799(6.21), which can be understood as the damping,

Fig. 6.7 Stress–strain curves of meta-PBI membranes (Mw ¼ 31,000 g mol�1) obtained at different temperatures and

atmospheric humidities
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800 which occurs when some of the applied mechan-

801 ical energy is lost, e.g., by change into internal

802 motion (proportional to E00) or loss to the

803 surroundings.

tan δ ¼ E00=E
0 ð6:21Þ

804 When the storage modulus E0 is plotted (logarith-
805 mically) against the temperature, many materials

806 will show plateau areas (constant modulus) and

807 areas where the modulus changes (see Fig. 6.8a).

808 The latter areas are assigned to phase transitions,

809 e.g., to the Tg. For reproducibility, it is necessary
810 to state how the Tg is obtained from the curve,

811 some workers use the onset of decreasing modu-

812 lus, some use the point of the most negative

813 slope. The Tg can also be obtained by a plot of

814 tan δ against the temperature. This gives a peak,

815 whose maximum can be used to describe the

816 glass transition temperature (Fig. 6.8b). The

817 smaller peak below 300 �C stems from the β
818 relaxation, rotation and oscillation of side

819 groups, while the Tg, the α relaxation, arises

820 from movements of the polymer backbone.

6.7821 Permeability, Methanol
822 Crossover,
823 and Electroosmotic Drag

824 Because of PBI’s rigid structure and high degree

825 of hydrogen bonding, PBI membranes have a

826 close chain packing, leading to a density of

8271.34 g cm�3 and very low gas permeability.

828When doped with acid, however, the membranes

829are swollen, resulting in a significant separation

830of the polymer backbones. This significantly

831increases the gas permeability and liquid cross-

832over. Different techniques have been developed

833for the characterization.

6.7.1 834Gas Permeabilities

835The gas permeability of membranes can be

836measured by means of a two-chamber cell, as

837shown in Fig. 6.9. The two chambers have dif-

838ferent pressures of up to 10 bar, and are separated

839by a membrane sample, which is supported by

840porous carbon or metallic mesh and sealed by,

841e.g., Viton® gaskets [29].

842The net gas permeation is from the high pres-

843sure cell to the low pressure cell. For highly

844permeable membranes, it is possible to measure

845the gas flow volumetrically. This method can

846also be applied to measure the gas permeability

847of water-swollen membranes [30]. Alternatively,

848the variation of pressure with time can be moni-

849tored using pressure sensors [9]. This method is

850particularly suitable for dry membranes, because

851both cells are usually evacuated before the mea-

852surement. The gas diffuses through the mem-

853brane, driven by the pressure gradient. The

854amount of gas passed through the membrane

855can be calculated from (6.22), where n is the

Fig. 6.8 Storage modulus and loss factor of polybenzimidazole as a function of temperature. Reproduced from [28]

with permission of Elsevier
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856 mole number, Δp is the pressure difference, R is

857 the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature,

858 and V is the cell volume.

n ¼ Δ p � V
RT

ð6:22Þ

859 The gas permeability coefficient (P) can subse-

860 quently be calculated according to (6.23), where

861 t is the time, L is the membrane thickness, A is the

862 membrane area, and Δp is the pressure gradient

863 across the membrane [31]. A common unit for

864 presenting permeability data is the Barrer,

865 10�10 cm3(STP) · cm · cm�2 · s�1 · cmHg�1,

866 STP being standard temperature (0 �C) and pres-

867 sure (1 atm) [31].

P ¼ n

t
� L

A � Δ p
ð6:23Þ

868 For both undoped and PA-doped PBI, an increase

869 of the gas permeability with temperature has

870 been observed (Table 6.2) [29]. While pure PBI

871 (as many other hydrocarbon-based polymers)

872 [32] shows about ten times lower hydrogen per-

873 meability than Nafion®, the hydrogen permeabil-

874 ity of PA-doped PBI is roughly one order of

875magnitude higher than that of Nafion®. Further-

876more, the hydrogen permeability is usually

877higher than that of oxygen [29].

878In addition, the permeability (P) is the product

879of the gas diffusion coefficient (D) and the solu-

880bility (C) of the gas in the polymer. As the gas

881solubility in a polymer is in a low range, Henry’s

882law can always be assumed. The Henry’s con-

883stant, also called the solubility coefficient (k ¼
884Cp�1), is a constant over the pressure range. Here

885C is the solubility of the gas in the polymer and

886p is the pressure. From the measured permeabil-

887ity and Henry’s constant, one can calculate the

888diffusion coefficient of the relevant gases.

6.7.2 889Electrochemical Stripping
890Method for Hydrogen
891Permeability Measurements

892When the cathode of an H2-air fuel cell is

893switched from air to nitrogen or argon, the oxy-

894gen in the cathode chamber will be depleted and

895the open circuit voltage (OCV) decreases until a

896steady state is reached. At this point, the potential

pressure 
sensor

pressure 
sensor

gasket porous carbon paper membrane gas switch valvecell

Fig. 6.9 The cell

configuration for gas

permeability measurement.

Reproduced from [29] with

permission of Elsevier

t:1 Table 6.2 Gas permeability (10�17 mol cm cm�2 s�1 Pa�1) [29]

H2 permeability O2 permeabilityt:2

25 �C 80 �C 120 �C 180 �C 25 �C 80 �C 120 �C 180 �Ct:3

Nafion 4.1 15.7 – – 2.8 3.1 – –t:4

PBI – 1.6 3.0 4.3 – 0.05 0.06 0.1t:5

PBI·6 H3PO4 – 120 250 380 – 30 70 90t:6
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897 is not zero because the concentration gradient

898 drives hydrogen through the membrane to the

899 cathode by diffusion. A concentration cell is

900 eventually established with pure hydrogen on

901 one side and trace hydrogen in nitrogen or

902 argon on the other. An electromotive force is

903 developed following the Nernst equation (6.24).

EMF ¼ RT

nF
� lnP

1
H2

P2
H2

ð6:24Þ

904 Considering P1
H2

¼ 1 atm and P2
H2

¼ 0:001 atm,

905 for example, the above equation gives an EMF of

906 89 mV at room temperature. In practice the

907 hydrogen electrode is connected to the counter

908 and reference terminals of a potentiostat while

909 the nitrogen electrode is connected to the work-

910 ing electrode (and sensor as well). In a typical

911 linear voltage sweep (LSV) experiment the

912 potential is now increased from, e.g., 0.1 to

913 0.6 V (see, e.g., Fig. 17.6 in Chap. 17). More

914 positive potentials above 600 mV versus hydro-

915 gen reference should be avoided to prevent oxi-

916 dative side reactions like platinum oxidation.

917 Below the potential of the established concentra-

918 tion cell, a negative current will be measured,

919 and the cell works as a concentration cell. How-

920 ever, if the external potential is high enough to

921 oxidize the trace hydrogen in the nitrogen

922 stream, an oxidation current will be measured.

923 This positive current depends on the hydrogen

924 permeation rate and therefore is a function of the

925 hydrogen partial pressure, the temperature and

926 humidity, and ideally gives a straight line parallel

927 to the x-axis. A positively sloped curve indicates

928 the existence of some shorting (ohmic resis-

929 tance), as discussed in Chap. 17. In practice, it

930 happens from time to time that only negative

931 currents are measured throughout the whole

932 tested potential range. In this case, the cell or

933 tubings are not perfectly sealed, and the cell

934 still operates as a hydrogen/air fuel cell.

935 In most cases, a linear fit of the linear, positive

936 part of the LSV curve to 0 V reflects well the

937 hydrogen crossover current. However, the oxida-

938 tion current under the voltage sweeping contains

939 also contributions of the double layer charging

940current, especially at high sweep rates. In princi-

941ple a background current under the N2–N2 mode

942should be measured and used for correction of

943the hydrogen oxidation current. Alternatively,

944assuming that other contributions are small in

945comparison to the hydrogen crossover, a constant

946potential of 0.4 V can be applied and the oxida-

947tion current of the permeated hydrogen is

948recorded as a function of time until a steady-

949state value is reached [33]. For most purposes,

950the electrochemically measured hydrogen strip-

951ping current density can be converted into the

952hydrogen permeability in mol H2 cm
�1 bar�1 s�1

953according to (6.25), where i is the hydrogen

954crossover current density, L is the membrane

955thickness, Δp is the pressure gradient of hydro-

956gen across the membrane, n is the number of

957electrons involved in the hydrogen oxidation,

958and F is the Faraday constant.

PH2
¼ i

nF
� L

Δ p
ð6:25Þ

959As an example, Cleemann et al. [33] obtained a

960value around 1.9 � 10–10 mol cm�1 s�1 bar�1 at

961room temperature for a 40 μm-thick PBI mem-

962brane doped with 8 mol PA per repeat unit.

6.7.3 963Methanol Crossover

964Although PA-doped PBI is mainly used for fuel

965cells fed with hydrogen or hydrogen rich refor-

966mate, it has also been evaluated as electrolyte

967material in direct methanol fuel cells. Several

968different procedures for determining the metha-

969nol crossover have been proposed.

970Similar to the hydrogen crossover, the metha-

971nol permeability of membranes can be

972investigated in a fuel cell setup. The fuel cell

973cathode is connected to a potentiostat as the

974working electrode and flushed with nitrogen.

975The fuel cell anode is connected to the

976potentiostat as the counter electrode. The poten-

977tial of the cathode is potentiostatically held at a

978high potential, e.g., 0.9 V or 1.1 V versus a

979hydrogen reference electrode [34, 35]. Methanol
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980 is then introduced into the anode chamber while

981 the current at the cathode is monitored. This high

982 potential is essential to ensure a complete oxida-

983 tion of the methanol that has permeated through

984 the membrane. The obtained steady-state current

985 is assumed to be the direct measure of the meth-

986 anol crossover rate. As shown in Fig. 6.10 a time-

987 independent current of ca. 9 mA was obtained

988 after 250 s.

989 In another method, the CO2 content of the

990 cathode gas stream is monitored. By keeping a

991 methanol or a water/methanol mixture flow

992 through the anode chamber, methanol steadily

993 permeates through the membrane to the cathode.

994 By holding the cathode potential at OCV to avoid

995 electroosmotic drag of methanol, it is assumed,

996 again, that all permeated methanol is oxidized

997 into CO2 which is carried out of the cell by the

998 cathode air stream. A mass spectrometer [34] or

999 an infrared sensor [36] have been used to mea-

1000 sure the CO2 content. The methanol crossover

1001 rate can be determined by using (6.26), where

1002 iMeOH is the methanol crossover rate expressed as

1003 a current density, _V air is the air flow rate under

1004 standard conditions ( p0 ¼ 1 atm, T0 ¼ 273 K),

1005 XO2
¼ 0:209 is the concentration of oxygen in

1006 air, λ is the oxygen flow stoichiometry, XCO2
is

1007 the concentration of CO2 in the cathode exhaust

1008stream, A is the active area of the cell, R the gas

1009constant, and F is the Faraday constant [36].

iMeOH ¼ _V air 1� XO2

λ

� �
XCO2

p0
RT0

6F

A
ð6:26Þ

1010Methanol permeation can also be measured in a

1011diffusion cell. One side of the membrane is in

1012contact with a water-based methanol solution,

1013the other with pure water (Fig. 6.11). The con-

1014centration gradient results in diffusion of metha-

1015nol to the water reservoir, without any

1016interference by electroosmotic drag. The increas-

1017ing methanol concentration in the water-filled

1018cell is monitored by gas chromatography [37],

1019changes in the refractive index [38] or density

1020[39]. While this method is very useful for

1021sulfonated membranes like Nafion®, it cannot
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Fig. 6.10 Methanol

oxidation current measured

at the cathode versus time

during the introduction of a

water/methanol mixture to

the anode. Cathode

potential: 0.9 V versus

RHE; Membrane: PBI

doped with ADL ¼ 5 and

thickness of 0.008 cm;

temperature: 150 �C.
Reproduced from [34] with

permission of The

Electrochemical Society

Fig. 6.11 Diffusion cell for measurement of methanol

permeability with a membrane clamped between the two

compartments and magnetic stir bars
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1022 be used for PA-doped membranes, because PA

1023 would leach out. A detailed description of the

1024 measurement and the underlying physical

1025 principals can be found in [37].

6.7.41026 Electroosmotic Drag of Water

1027 In the fuel cell, protons move through the electro-

1028 lyte from the anode to the cathode. While over

1029 95 % of the conduction in PA-doped PBI

1030 membranes is based on a Grotthus-type conduc-

1031 tion mechanism [40], also the vehicular mecha-

1032 nism is observed. Since protons do not exist as

1033 naked protons in condensed matter, but rather as

1034 solvated protons (e.g., H3O
+, H5O2

+ or H4PO4
+) in

1035 PA-doped PBI, these protons move together with

1036 their solvation shell, resulting in flow of the proton

1037 solvent from the anode to the cathode, the

1038 so-called electroosmotic drag. In typical

1039 PA-doped PBI, the electroosmotic drag of water

1040 molecules is close to 0 [41] but is expected to

1041 increase when water-based methanol solutions

1042 are used as fuel. For Nafion® membranes, the

1043 electroosmotic drag coefficient (water molecules

1044 per proton) decreases with the current and depends

1045 on the membrane humidity. Unfortunately the

1046 direction of this dependence is not clear [42, 43].

1047 The electroosmotic drag (EOD) of water

1048 molecules in a running fuel cell can be obtained

1049 from the balance [36]:

cathodeout ¼ cathodein þ product water

þ water from side reactions

þ EODþ concentration driven

water permeation:

1050 The water which leaves the cell (cathodeout) can

1051 be obtained gravimetrically by condensing water

1052 from the gas stream in a cooling trap. Cathodein
1053 can be set to zero (anhydrous gas stream) or be

1054 measured in a dummy cell [36]. The produced

1055 water can be calculated from the current. Con-

1056 centration driven diffusion of water can be

1057 observed from the anode to the cathode, if

1058 humidified anode gas streams are used, but may

1059 also be reverted, when the cathode humidity

1060increases at high currents due to high water pro-

1061duction (water-back diffusion). Water can also

1062be formed in side reactions, e.g., when methanol

1063crosses over to the cathode and is directly

1064oxidized to water and CO2. This term can be

1065estimated through electrochemically obtained

1066methanol permeation measurements (linear

1067sweep voltammetry) [36].

1068A simple approach to measure the EOD of a

1069membrane is to run a fuel cell in the hydrogen

1070pumping mode, in which the anode stream is

1071humidified hydrogen or methanol and the cath-

1072ode stream is dry or only partially humidified

1073hydrogen. In this mode, the fuel is oxidized at

1074the anode, and the resulting protons migrate to

1075the cathode, where they are reduced to hydrogen.

1076This eliminates the contributions of water pro-

1077duction, water producing side reactions, and

1078water-back diffusion. All water found in the cath-

1079ode exhaust gas stream either permeated to the

1080cathode driven by the set humidity gradient

1081(water flux at OCV, a constant value independent

1082of the current), or was transported by EOD (cur-

1083rent >0 A) [43]. Instead of condensing water

1084from the gas streams in a fuel cell setup, it is

1085also possible to use closed volume cells separated

1086by a membrane electrode assembly, and to mea-

1087sure the pressure changes of the anode and cath-

1088ode cell in relation to the electric current [41].

1089For PA-doped PBI, the contribution of the

1090mobile acid anion species to the conductivity is

1091of great concern from both theoretical and engi-

1092neering point of view.

6.8 1093Thermal and Oxidative
1094Stability

6.8.1 1095Thermal Stability

1096The thermal stability of polymers can be tested

1097by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). In this

1098method, a sample of a few milligrams is depos-

1099ited in a scale pan mounted on a furnace. TGA

1100measurements can be done in isothermal mode

1101by maintaining a certain temperature for a fixed

1102period of time or in temperature cycling mode.

1103Most often the data are obtained with a constant
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1104 heating rate. During the measurement, a heated

1105 gas stream passes the pan, and the temperature of

1106 the gas stream is increased with a constant

1107 heating rate. Plotting the weight or the

1108 normalized weight against the temperature

1109 gives the TGA curve. The first weight loss often

1110 stems from water that is not completely removed

1111 by drying the sample or is reabsorbed during

1112 handling of the dried membrane in ambient

1113 atmosphere (Fig. 6.12). To remove traces of

1114 high boiling-point solvents like DMAc or NMP,

1115 it can be necessary to immerse membranes in

1116 water before preparing TGA samples. The dotted

1117 line in Fig. 6.12 is the derivative curve, i.e., the

1118 slope plotted against the temperature. This repre-

1119 sentation gives basically the same information,

1120 but in some cases, when degradation processes

1121 overlap, peak fitting can give access to informa-

1122 tion hidden in the TGA curve.

1123 While most organic materials are completely

1124 oxidized to volatile species in air, inert atmo-

1125 sphere (typically nitrogen or argon) leads to for-

1126 mation of soot, and a significant residual weight.

1127 It should be remarked that the TGA curve does

1128 not represent a thermodynamic equilibrium, but

1129 kinetically controlled degradation processes.

1130 Therefore, TGA data is not complete without

1131mentioning the atmosphere and heating rate. In

1132fact, while meta-PBI appears to be stable at

1133temperatures up to 500 �C as shown in

1134Fig. 6.12, a more precise conclusion is that the

1135material is stable at 500 �C within the time scale

1136of the measurement. The long-term thermal sta-

1137bility of a material cannot be deducted from a

1138single TGA curve. For quantitative comparison

1139of materials, a commonly used description of

1140TGA data is to give the temperature at which

11413 or 5 % weight loss (ignoring water and solvent

1142evaporation) is observed.

1143Since TGA curves represent kinetic processes,

1144it is possible to estimate the activation energy of

1145the degradation reaction from TGA data, as

1146shown by Flynn and Wall [44]. For this purpose,

1147it is necessary to measure the TGA curves of a

1148material at different heating rates. From these

1149curves, the temperature at, e.g., 5 % weight loss

1150is extracted and plotted in an Arrhenius plot, i.e.,

1151the natural logarithm of the heating rate β against
11521000/T(K). This representation gives a linear

1153trend with a negative slope, which is proportional

1154to the activation energy Ea of the investigated

1155degradation step. The activation energy can be

1156obtained according to (6.27), where b is a con-

1157stant and needs to be obtained by iteration.
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Fig. 6.12 TGA and derivative curve of a membrane made from meta-PBI (Dapozol®) recorded in air atmosphere and

with a heating rate of 10 �C min�1
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1158 However, for values of Ea/RT between 29 and

1159 46, b is 0.457 � 1 % [44–46].

Ea ¼ � d logβð Þ=d 1=Tð Þ½ � � R=bð Þ ð6:27Þ
1160 Limitations with this method are the necessity of

1161 well-resolved degradation steps without

1162 overlapping reactions, first-order kinetics and

1163 no dependence of the degradation mechanism

1164 on the conversion level. With the help of the

1165 estimated activation energy, it is also possible

1166 to predict the lifetime of a material at a given

1167 temperature, according to Toop [45, 47].

6.8.21168 Oxidative Stability by
1169 Fenton Test

1170 The gas crossover, as discussed above, leads not

1171 only to losses in the efficiency, but is also

1172 expected to form active oxygen species such as

1173 peroxides, hydroperoxy radicals, and hydroxy

1174 radicals. For Nafion® based systems it was

1175 shown that reactive oxygen species form espe-

1176 cially when oxygen crosses over to the anode

1177 [48]. These aggressive species attack organic

1178 polymers and lead to chemical degradation. In

1179 comparison to Nafion®, PA-doped PBI

1180 membranes have a relatively large gas perme-

1181 ability, and thus a large amount of reactive oxy-

1182 gen species may be present in the electrodes and

1183 be dragged or diffused to the membrane, where

1184 the polymer will be attacked.

1185To compare different polymers with respect to

1186their chemical stability, the Fenton test is widely

1187applied in fuel cell membrane research. In these

1188tests, membrane samples are immersed in hydro-

1189gen peroxide solution containing a small amount

1190of Fe2+, e.g., iron(II)sulfate. In the presence of

1191the metal ion, the decomposition of hydrogen

1192peroxide is accelerated. The ongoing reactions

1193are very complex, and several reactive

1194intermediates are formed. Just as an example

1195and demonstrating the catalytic nature, the fol-

1196lowing partial reactions of the so-called

1197Haber–Weiss mechanism are highlighted, as

1198shown in (6.28)–(6.31) [49, 50].

Fe2þ þ H2O2 ! HO� þ OH� þ Fe3þ ð6:28Þ

Fe2þ þ HO� ! Fe3þ þ OH� ð6:29Þ
H2O2 þ HO� ! HOO� þ H2O ð6:30Þ

Fe3þ þ H2O2 ! Fe2þ þ HOO� þ Hþ ð6:31Þ
1199Obvious shortcomings of Fenton tests are their

1200strong dependence on not standardized test

1201protocols and the often qualitative nature of the

1202monitored parameter, e.g., time until the mem-

1203brane breaks or when floccules start to precipitate

1204(see Table 6.3). Even within one paper, several

1205test conditions may be used in parallel. Further-

1206more, due to the thermal instability of peroxide

1207solutions, the solutions must be refreshed regu-

1208larly. Sometimes, samples are immediately

1209re-immersed, in other cases, samples are washed

t:1 Table 6.3 Selected literature examples for Fenton tests

[H2O2] [Fe2+] Conditions Characterizations Referencet:2

(a) 30 % (a) 20 ppm (a) RT; 0, 8, 16, 24 h IR, NMR, weight loss and time until floccules

could be observed in the solution

[51]t:3

(b) 3 % (b) 2 ppm (b) 80 �C; 24 ht:4

3 wt% 20 ppm (a) 40 �C; 24 h Weight loss [52]t:5

(b) 160 �C; 24 ht:6

a) 3 % a) 4 ppm Fresh solution: Weight loss, visual observation, conductivity

after PA doping

[53]t:7

b) 30 % b) 20 ppm (a) every 24 h, 20 cycles

at 70 �Ct:8

(b) every 18 h, 3 cycles at

85 �Ct:9

3 % 4 ppm 68 �C; fresh solution

every 20–24 h; 200 h

Weight loss [1]t:10
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1210 with water, dried, and then weighed before

1211 re-immersion. Comparison of data from different

1212 publications is practically impossible.

1213 In brief, the Fenton test for pristine PBI

1214 membranes is informative as an aging tool for

1215 qualitative comparison of the chemical stability

1216 of different materials. However, the test is appar-

1217 ently an overdoing method. The materials that

1218 withstand the test are surely durable in the real

1219 fuel cells, but those that cannot survive the test

1220 might still be sufficiently durable in fuel cells.

1221 Amore critical issue concerns the effect of the

1222 phosphoric acid, which as a dopant is always

1223 present in the membrane. Most of Fenton studies

1224 in literature have been performed in the absence

1225 of phosphoric acid. As recently pointed out by

1226 Liao et al. [54], the presence of phosphoric acid

1227 makes the situation more complicated since it

1228 forms complexes with metal ions and thus

1229 inhibits the H2O2 decomposition. Additionally,

1230 the lowered pH of the solution further prevents

1231 the decomposition of H2O2. Phosphoric acid

1232 present in the Fenton solution will also interact

1233 with the N–H groups of PBI, swelling the poly-

1234 mer and thus facilitating the access of the perox-

1235 ide radicals to the macromolecular chains.

6.9 1236Humidity Definition
1237and Control

6.9.1 1238Saturated Water Vapor Pressure,
1239Relative Humidity, and Dew
1240Point

1241Virtually all physicochemical properties of a

1242polybenzimidazole membrane are strongly

1243dependent on the water content, and it is thus

1244important to investigate the membrane

1245characteristics under humid conditions at ele-

1246vated temperatures [55]. The membrane is highly

1247hydrophilic and the equilibrium water content

1248within the membrane is developed rather fast.

1249At temperatures below or around 100 �C there

1250is a risk that water condenses on the membrane at

1251high water partial pressures, i.e., when the tem-

1252perature falls below the dew point. Condensation

1253of water on the membrane gives a poorly defined

1254two-phase system and leaches out phosphoric

1255acid. As shown in Fig. 6.13, the saturated vapor

1256pressure of water increases dramatically at

1257temperatures above 100 �C, which reduces the

1258risk for condensation.

Fig. 6.13 Saturated vapor pressure of water as a function of temperature [56]
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1259 The relative humidity (RH), which is often

1260 used to specify the water content in the atmo-

1261 sphere, is defined as the ratio (in percent) of the

1262 partial pressure of water vapor (PH2O ) and the

1263 saturated vapor pressure of water at that particu-

1264 lar temperature (Psat) according to (6.32).

RH ¼ PH2O=Psat ð6:32Þ

1265 At temperatures below 100 �C the relative

1266 humidity is a convenient measure to use. At

1267 temperatures above the dew point of water the

1268 use of RH can, however, be rather confusing. The

1269 relative humidity at different partial pressures of

1270 water at temperatures ranging from 120 to

1271 220 �C is given in Fig. 6.14. At atmospheric

1272 absolute pressure, the partial pressure of water

1273 in kPa roughly equals the water content in mole

1274 or volume percent. It can be seen that the relative

1275 humidity at a particular partial pressure of water

1276 decreases dramatically with increasing tempera-

1277 ture. For example, at 120 and 220 �C the pure

1278 steam atmosphere (PH2O ¼ 101 kPa) corresponds

1279 to a relative humidity of 51 % and 4.4 %,

1280 respectively.

6.9.2 1281Control of Water Content

1282One convenient way to control the water content

1283of a gas, particularly in the lower temperature

1284range, is to bubble it through a water bath at a

1285fixed temperature (sparging or dew point

1286method). Assuming that the gas phase above the

1287surface in the water bath is saturated with water

1288vapor, the partial pressure of water in the gas

1289stream can be calculated [57]. Generally it is of

1290great importance that the temperature of all the

1291tubing is carefully controlled so that condensa-

1292tion of water is avoided, otherwise water

1293condenses at the point where the temperature is

1294lower than the dew point.

1295Practically the partial pressure of water at

1296temperatures above 100 �C can be controlled by

1297pumping water into an evaporator and converge

1298the steam with a secondary carrier gas [55]. The

1299partial pressure of water in the obtained gas mix-

1300ture can be adjusted by controlling the pumping

1301rate of liquid water and the flow rate of the carrier

1302gas. Due to the large volume expansion of water

1303the pumping rate has to be delicately controlled

1304at very low values and free from pulses.

Fig. 6.14 The corresponding partial pressures of water at different relative humidity in the temperature range relevant

for high-temperature polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells
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1305 In closed systems the partial pressure of water

1306 can be controlled using aqueous solutions of LiCl

1307 with different concentrations, which have well-

1308 defined liquid–vapor equilibriums [58, 59].
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